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42. Notes on the Feeding of Snakes in Captivity.

By E. G. BouLEKGER, F.Z.S., Curator o£ Reptiles.

[Received October 8, 1915 : Read October 26, 1915.]

Some years ago, in a paper contributed to the ' Proceedings

'

of the Society by Dr. Chalmers Mitchell and Mr. R. I. Pocock,

entitled "The Feeding of Reptiles in Captivity" (P. Z. S. 1907,

p. 785), a general account was given of the feeding habits of the

Snakes then living in the Gardens, together with records of alai-ge

number of individual specimens, showing the amount consumed
between the months of May and October. My own general

observations tally with those of Dr. Mitchell and Mr. Pocock,

and my object in presenting this paper is to lay before the

Society some additional facts, to show how unnecessary it is to

feed the snakes on live creatures, and to give a detailed record of

the amount taken and of the regularity of the meals in a number
of specimens over a period of a year.

Pi-evious to my appointment at the Gardens I had fed the few
snakes kept by me on live animals, being under the inflvience of

the popular belief either that many snakes would not take dead

food at all, or that, at any rate, in most cases much time had
to be spent in inducing them to do so. On taking over the

charge of the reptiles here, I confess I was surprised to find

how readily they accepted dead prey. I was nevertheless of

opinion that some individuals would not accept dead food under
any circumstances, and I therefore asked and obtained the

Secretar3''s jaermission to offer live food in certain cases where
dead had been persistently refused. From the summer of 1911

up to that of 1915, living prey was offered to nine snakes that

had refused the dead as food. The results given below are, I

think, convincing, showing that, with possible rare exceptions,

a snake that refuses to feed on dead animals is not more likely

to accept these if alive.

1. Anaconda [Eunectes murimos).

This snake, a large specimen, 16 feet in length, refused dead

food for the fii'st eight months of its captivity. A live duck was
offered on two occasions in the course of the first fortnight of the

9th month, but was refused on both. The third week it was
once more given dead food, and this was accepted. It has since

fed with the greatest regularity on dead chickens and ducks,

consviming on an average one a fortnight.

2. Reticulated Python {Python reticulatus).

This, a very large snake measuring 24 ft., had fed since its

arrival in 1898 with some regularity on dead kids and ducks.

In August 1911 it broke its jaw in the process of swallowing a
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kid. The jaw was set in plaster of Paris, and the setting was
removed a month later. After the accident it refused to feed,

and in November it was decided to tempt it with something
alive. Live ducks were offered on two occasions in November,
but were not taken. In the first week of December it was once

more given dead food —a duck, which was immediately accepted.

The snake unfortunately died a few weeks later.

3. CommonBoa {Boa constrictor).

This snake, measuring 7 ft., was presented to the Society in

Jul)^ 1912. It had been kept in captivity some time before its

arrival here, and been fed on live food only. For the first two
months of its captivity at the Gardens it was offered dead rats,

i-abbits, and pigeons, all of which were refused. As it had pre-

viously fed well on live animals it was, in September and October,

ofiered such, but they were not taken. In November dead food

was again offered and this time accepted, the snake feeding

henceforth with some regularity up to June 1913, when pneu-
monia caused its death.

4. South- African House-Snake {Boodon infernaUs).

This snake had been kept by me for two years previous to my
taking over the charge of the reptiles here. It had been fed

on live mice. On its transference to our Gardens it at once
took dead food.

5. Puff Adder {Bltis arietans).

Received in June 1911, this snake fed with some regularity on
dead rats up to the end of December. For the first six months
of 1912, however, it refused food, and as it was getting thin we
decided in June of that year to let it have live food. Li^'e rats

were accepted during pai-t of June, July, and August, and part

of September. Towards the end of the latter month, dead food

was substituted and taken, the snake feeding on dead rats to

within a week of its death in January 1914.

6. BusHMASTER(Ldchesis onntios).

This snake was presented to the Society in December 1912.

As I had been informed by Mr. Mole, of Trinidad, who had
experience of this species, that it had never been induced to take

dead prey, after ofiering it dead rats for three consecutive weeks,

I obtained the permission to give it live food. The live rats

were, however, likewise rejected, and the snake died in March of

starvation

.

7. BusHMASTER (Lachesis mut^ts).

This specimen, received in April 1913, was likewise offered

living animals after i-efusing dead food foi- some weeks. It also

refused to feed at all, and died in September.
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8. Crossed Viper {^Lacli.esls alterjiatus).

This snake, received in April 1914, was offered living food

after- having refused dead prey for fifteen months. The live mice
vi'ere accepted, but unfortunately the snake died shortly after its

mieal.

9. Texas Rattlesnake {Crotalus atrox).

The snake, acquired in June 1909, fed from time to time upon
dead animals up to June 1911. Having refused food from then
up to September, and as it was becoming emaciated, in the first

week of September it was ofiered live rats, which were refused.

The following week it fed on three dead mice. From that day
to its death in January 1912 it refused all food whether live

or dead,

10. Texas Rattlesnake (Crotalus at7'ox).

As this snake, which was received in May 1912, refused dead

food for the first six weeks of its captivity, it was decided to

give it living animals, and it was offered live rats during the

month of July. It, however, refused both the live and the dead

food, and died in September.

Although a number of persons with much experience in keeping

these reptiles in captivity, have been unsuccessful in inducing

their specimens to accept dead prey, the above records, I think,

prove that, in our Gardens, at least, it is quite unnecessary to

give any snakes live food, as out of about 300 snakes kept here

during the period covering these observations, with the exception

of the Crossed Viper which died shortly after its meal, not a

single snake would feed on live animals only, and in four cases

dead food was accepted after the live prey had been refused.

A point greatly in favour of giving dead animals to the snakes

lies in the possibility of examining the former for tubercle. Up
to the month of June 1910 the animals intended for the snakes

were not examined. At the suggestion, however, of Professor

Plimmer, the Society's Pathologist, from that date onwards the

food has been carefully inspected and about 5 per cent, condemned,
with the result that tubercle in snakes which prior to June 1910,

accounted for 14 per cent, of the deaths, has been reduced to just

over 3 per cent. In the years 1908, 1909, and the first half

of 1910, before the inauguration of the new system, 33 snakes

in all died of tubercle, while since the examination of the food,

i.e. the second half of 1910, and the years 1911, 1912, 1913,

1914, and the first half of 1915, there have been 23 cases only.

It is generally believed that if snakes will take dead animals

these have to be quite freshly killed and warm. Such is,

however, not the case, for, as has been pointed out by Dr.

Chalmers Mitchell and Mr. Pocock, the prey is frequently not

taken until long after it has been introduced into the cages.
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As an instance of this, it is, I think, worth recording that one
of our large Indian Pythons on one occasion did not take a

rabbit which had been given it at 4 o'clock on a winter's after-

noon, until 9 o'clock next morning, when, as was only to be
expected after 17 hours in a temperature of nearly 80°, it was
in an almost putrid condition.

Another point of peculiar interest is that while tame rats are

acceptable to a large number of the snakes, wild rats are seldom
taken, and even when accepted are not digested but brought up
again a few days later. That this should be the case with rats

caught outside the Gardens is understandable, but the wild i-ats

I refer to are those caught in the Gardens and ai'e therefore,

living as they do on the remnants of the food provided for the
exhibits, comparatively clean feeders.

The experience of Mr. H. ]^. Ridley who, writing of the
pythons in the Botanical Gardens in Singapore, stated that small

specimens fed about once a month, large ones once in six to

nine months, did not coincide with that of Dr. Mitchell and
Mr. Pocock, who recorded the fact that the majority of specimens
fed with the greatest regularity during the summer months,
some only refusing food when about to shed their skins. As
may be seen below, my experience with the large snakes likewise

dijSers from that of Mr. Ridley : two large specimens feeding on
as many as thirty occasions during the year, the longest period

of fasting amounting to just over a month ; while of the smaller

specimens it will be noted that a Boa which did not fast for a
longer period than three weeks, fed on thirty-five occasions in

the course of a year.

The table on p. 587 gives a detailed record of the feeding of a

number of healthy specimens over a period of one year.
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